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Iu summary, polished thin scctions afford a smerll but valuable en-
hancement of the quality and objectivity of observation and help to re-
duce the quantity of interpretation in ore genesis. These improvements
will be welcome when it is recognized that a complete theory needs to
be built on a carefui combination of geochemical and geometric (fabric,
structural) evidence.

Polished thin sections also provide more complete information for
ore dressing microscopy, where metallurgicai properties of minerals are
sought. Coatings, alterations (clay, sericite, etc.), intergrowths or lock-
ing types and locking sizes can be seen in more detail and in less time.

Typical examples are discussed in detail by the present author (3).

Acr<r.IowleocMEN'1'

The polished sections reproduced in Figs. 1 to 3 were prepared in the
Petrology Laboratory of the Cerro de Pasco Corporation in La Oroya,
Peru, where the simple method described in this paper was first tried
out. Permission for publication of this note is herewith acknowledged
with thanks. The author wishes also to thank Dr. P. D. Proctor for the
crit ical reading and valuabie suggestions in connection with the content
and form of this note.
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INtnoouctroN

Much attention has been directed to the problem of coloration of
smoky qtartz and to the related problem of zonation of smoky and color-
less quartz in a single crystal. Phil l ips (1908) recognized a relationship
between irradiation and coloration in quartz crystals, noting that color-
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sensitizing factor (an impurity inclucled during growth) in zoned crystals

as evidenced by the differential response of the clear and smoky bands to

radioactive emanations. Frondel and Hurlbut (1955) and Cohen and

Sumner (1958) attributed coloration to the replacement of a sil icon ion

by an aluminum ion in the quartz structure. In colorless areas the alumi-

num content was, in some cases, as great as in smoky areas but in coior-

less areas it was interstit ial rather than replacement. Other structural

deviations have been suggested.
possible explanations for the coloration thus include: (1) inclusion of

impurit ies in either ionic or molecular form, (2) effect of radioactive

emanations, (3) structural deviations, and (4) a combination of several

of the mentioned factors'
Petrographic examination of zoned qlrartz crystais from the Wet

Mountain lfhorium Belt indicates that alternation of colorless and

smoky bands is related to a structural change.

DBscnrprroN ol CRYSTATS

Ail of the crystals examined were taken from radioactive veins of

the Wet Mountain Thorium Belt in Custer and Fremont Counties'

Colorado. This belt includes veins 100 to 5000 feet in length and 10 to

50 feet in width cropping out in a northwest-southeast trending area 10

miles in width and 25 miles in length. Typical minerals of the veins are

qtJartz, barite, and carbonates with minor fluorite, sulfides, iron oxides

crystal but may be abruptly terminated with a sharp break between

colorless and smoky qdtafiz. Color bands parallel the crystal faces and

there can be l itt le; doubt but 11to1 they are also growth bands.
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Frc 1.I'hin sections of zoned quartz crystals. sections cut normal to c axis. X1.4.

VenrarroNs rN lurBnrpnoNco FrcunBs
A peculiarity common to the majority of the crystals examined is the

variation in interference figures in a single crystal between colorless and
smoky zones, all sections being cut approximately normal to the c axis.
colorless zones produce either a uniaxial positive 1igure or a biaxial posi-
tive figure with a smalr (less than severar degree.f 2v. Smoky zones in
the same crystal, with few exceptions, produce larger 2Vs (up to about
7+'-8') than do colorless zones. In serreral crystals no perceptible dif-
ference in 2V couid be noted with a biaxial igrr.. upp.uring in each.
This might be attributed to strain. rn no crystar does a uniaxiar 1igure
appear throughout nor does the 2v ever appear larger in the colorless
zone'  smoky zones are p leochroic  f rom brown to green in a i l  specimens.

SupprBlrBNter, Dara
some crystals have zones sufficientry broad to permit separation of

colorless and smoky material for analysis. X_ray po*der u.r^ulyr", ,'"r"
made of adjoining zones of colorress and smoky qu'artz but no structural
dif ierence was perceptable.

The abundance of smail inclusions throughout the crystars makes
highly improbable the detection of an impurity which mig-ht be consid-
ered to be the cause of the coloration in thl smoky materiar-. Semiquanti-
tative spectrographic analyses were run on five pairs of sampres l.oro.-less and smoky). Calcium, iron, aluminum, magnesium, copper, and
vanadium were found in all sampres in trace amounts. Both brack
and white samples of each pair contained approximately equar amounts
of calcium, iron and copper, arthough smarf difie.er... l^ ci'centration
were noted between sample pairs. In general magnesium, vanadium and
aluminum were found in slightly larger amounts in the smoky sampres.
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Aiuminum is the impurity suggested by Cohen and Sumner (1958) as

bon as the coloring agent for the smoky quartz'

CoNcrusroNs

element for another according to a {ixed pattern'
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